ASEAN Football Federation  
Group B  

Match Summary

Match Summary

Match No. | Match | Date and Time (UTC+8) | Stadium | Weather | Temp (°C) | Attendance  
---|---|---|---|---|---|---  
B-M22 | CAM U18 vs SIN U18 | 2019-08-13 16:30 | Thong Nhat Stadium | good | 31 | 468

RESULT

Cambodia U18 0 1st Half 0  
0 2nd Half 1  
- 1st Extra time -  
- 2nd Extra time -  
- Penalty shoot-out -  
Singapore U18

LINE-UPS

Cambodia U18 (CAM U18)  

| No. | Pos | Name | G | OG | PG | PS | YC | 2Y=R | RC | S |  
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---  
| 22 | GK | Vireak Dana |  |  |  |  |  |  | 1 |  |  
| 5 | DF | Choung Makara (C) |  |  |  |  |  |  | 2 |  |  
| 8 | FW | Lim Plooth |  |  |  |  |  |  | 5 |  |  
| 10 | FW | Bumhosoeun Bunnarong |  |  |  |  |  |  | 42 |  |  
| 11 | MF | Min Ratanak |  |  |  |  |  |  | 7 |  |  
| 12 | MF | Ath Oстоch |  |  |  |  |  |  | 10 |  |  
| 15 | MF | Chea Sokmeng |  |  |  |  |  |  | 13 |  |  
| 16 | DF | Nhoem Lyhuor |  |  |  |  |  |  | 15 |  |  
| 19 | MF | Keo Oudom |  |  |  |  |  |  | 66 |  |  
| 20 | FW | Thy Lieng |  |  |  |  |  |  | 78 |  |  
| 23 | MF | Met Samel |  |  |  |  |  |  | 25 |  |  

Substitutes

| No. | Pos | Name |  
|---|---|---  
| 1 | GK | Tha Chan Rithy |  
| 18 | GK | Oliver Sim Jing Xi |  
| 23 | GK | Wayne Chew |  
| 4 | DF | Muhammad Nur Adam Abdullah |  
| 11 | DF | Muhammad Haziq Kamarudin |  
| 12 | DF | Muhammad Danish Iltiqar Zulmaen |  
| 19 | MF | Muhammad Anags Ismit |  
| 22 | MF | Muhammad Aziz Suhaili Muhammad Azaq |  
| 42 | FW | Muhammad Syahadat Marnawi |  
| 66 | |  

S = Substitution  

G = Goal  
OG = Own Goal  
PG = Penalty Goal  
PS = Penalty  
YC = Yellow card  
2Y=R = 2nd Yellow Card  
RC = Red Card

G = Goal  
OG = Own Goal  
PG = Penalty Goal  
PS = Penalty  
YC = Yellow card  
2Y=R = 2nd Yellow Card  
RC = Red Card

Man of the match

Muhammad Ryaan Sanizal (SIN U18)

STAFF

Head Coach  
Gyotoku Koji  

Team Manager  
Chhouk Piseth  

Head Coach  
Mohamed Fadzuhasny Juraimi  

Team Manager  
Kevin Wong Kai-Wen

MATCH OFFICIALS

Referee  
Thoriq Munir Alkatiri (IDN)  

1st Assistant Referee  
Kilar Ladsvaong (LAO)  

2nd Assistant Referee  
Mohd Shahreen Che Omar (MAS)  

Fourth Official  
Xaypaseseth Phongsanit (LAO)  

Match Commissioner  
Referee Assessor  

Additional Assistant Referee 1  

Additional Assistant Referee 2